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For a week each summer, the doors 
of the Royal Society in London are 
flung open and the public are allowed 
to trample its august corridors and 
view exhibits covering every field of 
scientific endeavour, from nematodes 
to moon-buggies. About five thousand 
turn up, ranging from inner-city 
sixth- formers to retired tax inspectors, 
and in the evening black- tie soirees 
the Fellows, and the Great and 
the Good generally, fortified by 
champagne, cast an eye over what’s 
on show before hurrying on to the 
marquee on the terrace overlooking 
the Mall for a stylish three-course 
dinner.
This year our lab was one of the 
twenty selected exhibitors. People 
enjoy nothing more than testing their 
own responses, and our work on 
reaction time and eye movements 
offers splendidly interactive 
possibilities. We brought along two 
specially-constructed gadgets — an 
ultra-robust reaction timer and some 
My Word prototype kit for measuring tapping speed — together with a number of 
our portable eye-movement devices, 
some posters and handouts that tried 
to explain neural decision-making and 
its clinical spin-offs, a Parkinson’s 
disease video, an animation of what 
goes on in the brain during a saccade, 
and a few thousand specially 
designed do-it-yourself reaction-time 
rulers to give away. Many of the team 
had some experience of presenting 
to the general public, but nothing 
prepared us for the sheer exhilaration 
of the event. Some vignettes:
• An older man sidles up to the 
machine, scans the room to see if 
anyone’s looking, focuses intently: 200 
msec! He grins with palpable relief.
• Hey man! a group of black teenagers 
explodes into the room: our reaction 
timer gets a pounding — sharp 
excited questions.
• The neighbouring exhibitor who 
ambles over every hour to invite us to 
admire his amazingly fast responses.
• An elderly couple, wife to the fore, 
husband diffidently in tow: her score is 
excellent. “Fred! Now you do it!”
• Champagne glass in hand, a peeress 
struggles to respond to the reaction 
signal at all, let alone particularly 
quickly.
After four days of 12-hour sessions 
we are utterly exhausted. So why 
did we do it? After all, one might have spent the time doing something 
really useful, like writing a grant 
proposal. What’s the point? The point 
is that this is the point, the reason 
we do science at all. Most of us are 
conditioned to think that the aim of 
scientific research is publication in 
learned journals (though the more 
experienced realise that what really 
matters is grant income). We complain 
endlessly about the pathological 
state of scientific publishing: the 
striving after the meaningless impact 
factors; the endless refereeing and 
being refereed; the sheer randomness 
of the whole thing. We try to forget 
that around half of published papers 
are never cited. But last week our 
lab was privileged to have a taste 
of real publication. A few thousand 
visitors were touched by science, 
took home a little device they can do 
experiments with, saw for themselves 
how government money is translated 
into something tangibly beneficial 
to society. The excitement of the 
teenagers was palpable: for some 
it will lead to a career in science, 
perhaps one is a future Newton.
If we speak only to ourselves then 
we have only ourselves to blame if 
no- one out there is listening. 
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